Gresham Art Committee Minutes
May 30, 2019 - 4:30 pm
MEMBERS PRESENT
Barbara Solomon, Chair
Otis Quaicoe
Katherine Toft
Mel Lindsay
GUESTS PRESENT
Rob Schrecongost, Guest
MEMBERS ABSENT
Debra Dunlap
Leo Hartshorn
Hoan Tran
Jonathan Scott
CALL TO ORDER
Committee Chair, Barbara Solomon, called the meeting to order at 4:38 pm. Introductions were
made. This is Rob’s, second visit as a guest.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES
The minutes were reviewed. A motion to approve was made by Katherine and seconded by Mel
to:
“Approve the minutes from April”
MOTION CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
BUDGET UPDATE
Barbara relayed that one item in the current show was purchased. No other changes noted.
OLD BUSINESS
1. Mortal Loveliness – Katherine sent out reminders to all artists.
2. Here, There, and Everywhere Show - Everything is ready for the upcoming show. One of
the artists in the current show and who has been accepted in new show has passed away
recently. His brother will retrieve his work, we’re not sure if he will bring in the pieces for
the new show or not. Otis was going to check with Rosalie about the cards that we
attach the labels to, to make sure there are enough.
3. Guest Book – Barbara wanted to revisit the placement of the pages with the questions
for signers to consider. We had agreed to put them in a clear, hard plastic stand nearby,
but with the small podium that we will use to hold the guest book, she wasn’t sure if the
questions would be visible if someone moved the stand. She wanted to put them directly
in the book in a clear plastic page holder in front of book. It also turns out the guest book

is “unavailable’ from where it was in the wooden cabinet. It’s no longer there. We will
readdress this in June.
4. The committee revisited the Mission Statement, to clarify the area of service. We
changed the word “community” in second sentence of the Mission to “local area”. The
“What’s GAC All About page was changed slightly to delete the frequent use of “GAC” in
the headings. Motions to accept these changes were made by Katherine and seconded
by Otis. Motion was carried unanimously. It was decided we would address the Juried
Show section and Section 2 of the binder when there were more members present.
5. Barbara shared with the group that we are not able to open the gallery on Saturdays, as
requested at last meeting, according the Teresa Hall.
6. Barbara shared with the group that we are not able to put the committee binder online.
It’s for members only.
NEW BUSINESS
1. June Meeting - We will order Panera for dinner for our June meeting. Barbara asked
everyone to consider becoming officers and review the past themes used.
2. Otis discussed opening for “First Thursday”. Barbara said she’d discuss with Teresa and
Rosalie.
GOOD OF THE ORDER
City Hall in PDX is hosting, for the 6th year, an Elementary Art Show, curated by Mel, until May
22nd.
ADJOURNMENT
The meeting was adjourned at 5:20 pm

